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On a failed Wisdom saving throw, the creatures are randomly afflicted with a short-term madness determined by the Short-Term Madness Table (DMG pg.. 259) This madness lasts for one minute or until the creature takes damage Channel Divinity: Psychotic EpisodeAt 6th level, you can use your Channel Divinity to afflict long-term madness on a creature within 60 feet of you.. Vile Transformation.
260) It lasts 1d10 x 10 hours The long-term madness ends early if the madness is cured, you lose concentration (as if you were concentrating on a spell) or you use this feature again.. They recognize the insanities of the multiverse and embrace it wholeheartedly Their followers seek to cause turmoil wherever they go, bringing down even the stoutest into fits of lunacy.. Section still undergoing
changesThe Gods of Madness – including Tharizdun, Cyric, and Sivanah – not only dwell in madness, but are empowered by it.

You are immune to charm effects You're InsaneWisdom saving throws by both target & character are done at disadvantage (DADV).. Likewise, wisdom dependent skills are performed at disadvantageBonus ProficiencyAt 1st level, You learn the Vicious Mockery cantrip.. You embrace the madness that lurks deep in your heart, and can unleash it to drive your foes insane or to sacrifice certain abilities
to hone others.. These clerics are so dedicated to bringing madness to others that they willing enter the realm of insanity themselves.. 260) This madness cannot be cured except by a Wish spell Your mind is so full of turmoil that your thoughts cannot be read and telepathy does not work on you.

Channel Divinity AbilitiesChannel Divinity: Touch of MadnessAt 2nd level, you can use your Channel Divinity to afflict short-term madness on all creatures of your choice within 30 feet of you.. On a failed Wisdom saving throw, the creature is randomly afflicted with a long-term madness determined by the Long-Term Madness Table (DMG pg.. The long-term madness may be cured by a lesser
restoration spell or more powerful restoration spell.. Cleric LevelSpell1Dissonant Whispers3Phantasmal Force, Crown of Madness5Fear7Confusion, Hallucinatory Terrain9Dominate Person, SeemingPower of MadnessStarting at 1st level, roll or select a form of indefinite madness, as listed in the Indefinite Madness Table (DMG, pg.. D&D 5e Intelligent Magic-Items 5th Edition Dungeons and
Dragons Dungeons Masters Guide DMG PG- 214 Nerdarchy talks intelligent magic items out of the new DMG.
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